Introduction
A considerable body of prior work has been done to achieve high performance , complex query processing over large databases by parallel and distributed processing [3, 18, 21, 9]. We study this problem in the context of rule program processing, in which production rules comprising an expert database application are evaluated against a large database of facts stored in an RDBMS. Permission to co without fee all or part of this material is grant~proti.Jt\atthe mpies are notmadeordistributedfor direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission, SIGMOD The PARULEL language has parallel, set-oriented execution semantics and a programmable conflict resolution capability through the use of programmer specified metarules, as well as a "context" mechanism to group rules into structured modules for control.
The task partitioning problem is addressed as follows.
We use the copy-and-constrain 
Memory Model
The database support for PARULEL programs is provided by an RDBMS, rather than the LISP environment of typical AI rule languages such as OPS5. Within the PARADISER environment, PARULEL rules are compiled into an intermediate form consisting of relational expressions which are processed by a runtime evaluation system that is loosely coupled with the database management system via client server interactions, Thus, PARULEL rules may be processed against a very large store of persistent data that is managed by DBMS storage and access managers. Since both the LHS and the RHS of PARULEL rules maybe expressed as relational Select-Project-Join (SPJ) queries, rule matching and rule firing translates into a series of SPJ queries to form rule instances, followed by a series of updates on the database, respectively.
Rule Mat thing in Parallel
We use the copy-and-constrain paradigm [19, 25] as the basic mechanism for matching rules in parallel. In this paradigm, rules are replicated With additional constraints attached to each copy. Such restricted rules can be matched in parallel, thus providing a speedup [16, 6] . To illustrate, let rule r be: has not yet been fully implemented, and forms a major part of our future work.
Applications and Performance

Analysis
There is a large range of applications to which the distributed rule processing and load balancing technique may be applied. In this section, we detail two applications to demonstrate the efficacy of the method. In the following analysis, we distinguish between performance measured under '(one-t i me" static load allocation, ut ilizing only the ICC algorithm, and performance under predictive dynamic load balancing, utilizing both the ICC and DRA algorithms. These two modes are referred to as SLB (static load balancing) and PDLB (predictive dynamic load balancing) modes, respectively. The experimental data reported here pertain to an actual implementation of PARADISER, running on Sun SPARCstations. The underlying DBMS is Sybase.
ROUTE: a variant of transitive closure
The first application is a variant of the well-studied transitive closure problem. Our version, called "ROUTE", finds a route between two nodes in a directed graph with "colored" arcs whenever a path may be constructed by conjoining adj scent arcs with the same color. Every arc has a value for its color attribute drawn from a finite set. This slight variation on transitive closure allows us to control the tot al number of routes generated by adjusting the distribution of the color attribute on the arcs, thus providing the opportunity to evaluate performance for different databases with varying characteristics (the databases are generated by a parametrized data generator). The input database consists of a directed acyclic graph with colored arcs. ROUTE finds all the routes in such a graph. It uses a stratification on the length of the routes to limit search. The PARULEL implementation of ROUTE is shown below, This example also serves to illustrate the syntax and structure of PARULEL programs. ( The graph in Figure  6 shows In Figure  7 , we plot the normalized standard devia- 
